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by
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GOVERNOR'S
ENERGY OFFICE
LoanSTAR Personnel
May 1993
Faculty: W. D. Turner, D. O'Neal, D. Claridge, W. Heffington,
J. Haberl, T. A. Reddy, N. Saman
Administrative: D. Greer, D. Rosenkranz, S. Swanson,
D. Wallace
Technical: C. Boecker, C. Bohmer, J. Bryant, K. Milligan,
R. Chambers, R. Lopez, R. Sparks, J. Houcek, A. Britton,
D. Nutter, D. Willis, S. Katipamula, A. Athar, D. Ruch,
K. Kissock, M. Liu, J. Wang, F. Scott
Graduate Students: J. Backer, K. Mitchell, J. Robinson,
B. Munger, A. Nafis, A. Kulandaivelu, A. Baranowski,
M. Abbas, T. Bou Saada, R. Beasley, Y. Liu, A. Dhar,
G. Bailey, X. Wu, J. Mahoney, F. Dorhofer, N. Muraya,
J. Eggebrecht
Undergraduate Students: M. Castillo, B. Broyles, J. Steele,
J. Rife, S. Gregorcyk
Marketing (GEO, Contractors, Auditors)
Percent Area by Functional Use
Buildings Monitored as of April, 1993
Estimated Cost of Retrofits
As of May, 1993
SITES MONITORED UNDER LOANSTAR PROGRAM AS OF MAY 1993
Audit Estimated Retrofit Cost
69 Sites/199 Buildings Monitored as of May 1993
Total Estimated Retrofit Cost: $32.5 Million
Audit Estimated Cost Savings
69 Sites/199 Buildings Monitored as of May 1993
Annual Cost Savings: $9.6 Million
Summary of ECRM's for Buildings Being Monitored as of May 1993
Energy Conservation Identified in Buildings Monitored Under LoanSTAR
Program as of May 1993
AUDIT ESTIMATED ENERGY SAVINGS
69 Sttes/199 Buildings Monitored as of May 1993
Site Energy Savings: 1.45 Trillion Btu/yr
Cumulative Loan Amount Executed & In-Process as of April, 1993
Total Cumulative Repayments of Loans as of April, 1993
LOANS EXECUTED AS OF MAY, 1993
Total Loan Amount: $49,738,000
LOANS IN PROCESS AS OF MAY, 1993
Total Loan Amount: $11,840,000
LOANS EXECUTED & IN PROCESS
Total as of May, 1993: $61,578,000
LoanSTAR ENERGY AUDITING:
UPDATE AND CHANGES
(TASK 1)
Presented By:
Warren M. Heffington
Energy Systems Laboratory
and
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas
June 2, 1993
Role of Energy Systems Laboratory (Task 1)
• Provide thorough review of detailed energy
analysis reports
• Provide auditor training
• Streamline and update audit process
Review Personnel
• Three staff engineers
(Saman, Nutter, Britton - two are P.E.s)
• One cost estimator (Tiner - P.E.)
• One water/wastewater specialist (Stallard)
• Several graduate students (3/8 FTE)
Reports are reviewed for:
• Suitability of engineering recommendations
• Compliance with audit agreements (screening
report)
• Compliance with audit guidelines
• Compliance with audit format
Correctness of numbers
Basis for LoanSTAR loans
• Energy audits by private consultant
engineering firms
• Presently 27 firms under contract to EO for
audits
• About 14 are active
• Each energy audit report shows:
• Implementation costs - basis for amount
ofloan
• Calculated annual savings - basis for
payback of loan
Following are data and observations
• From completed audit reports
• By report reviewers (also with independent
audit experience)
LoanSTAR Audit Results
• 1/89 - 5/93
• Dependent results for capital-intensive projects
known as ECRMs
• Reviewed by ESL
• $73.1 million investment costs
• $20.5 million annual savings
• 3.6 year simple payback
• 70.0 million sq. ft.
• 111 audit reports
• 63% of the investment cost is for state
agencies
• 37% is for local governments and school
districts
Two Types of Reports
• Simplified
• Category I ECRMs - limited calculation
projects using historical paybacks and
estimate of implementation cost.
• Category II ECRMs - SimpCalc or other
simplified calculation procedure
• Detailed
• Category III ECRM - detailed calculations
and documentation required
LoanSTAR Results from Simplified and Detailed Audits
(Reviewed by ESL, 1/92 - 5/93)
LoanSTAR Audit Results from Simplified
Reports (Reviewed by non-ESL Personnel)
$3.1 million investment cost
• 0.89 million annual savings
• 3.5 year simple payback
• 4.0 million sq. ft.
• 20 audit reports
Major LoanSTAR Funding Opportunities*
*Not complete.
**TECCP was originally $42.8 million in investment costs and $19.9 million in annual
savings with 2.2 year payback.
LoanSTAR "Dipstick" ECRMs
• $250,000 investment cost
• $120,000 annual savings
• 2.1 year simple payback
• Used in 4 reports
• Types of projects
• Energy-efficient Motors (1)
• Incandescent to Fluorescent (2)
• Incandescent exit lamps to 9-W
Fluorescent (1)
• Time clock shut down of HVAC
equipment (1)
• 40-W to 34-W Fluorescent (1)
Simplified LoanSTAR Report Problems
(noted by ESL)
• 9 of 21 reports have major problems
• Major problem is cost savings or implementation cost
change in review of 5% or more
TASK A
BUILDING MONITORING
ON THE LoanSTAR PROJECT:
AGENCY UPDATE
Dennis O'Neal
Chuck Bohmer
John Bryant
Curtis Boecker
Monitoring Analysis and Review
Committee Meeting
June 2-3,1993
Austin, Texas
FUNCTIONS OF TASK A
Determine metering requirements at each site
Oversee installation of equipment
Maintain monitoring equipment
UPDATE SINCE LAST MARC MEETING
15 new buildings on line
Maintenance is still an important part of Task A
Flow Meters
Data Loggers
Electrical Components
Pressure Transducers
UPDATE (CONTINUED)
Equipment database expanded
Continued integration with Task B in the Calibration
Laboratory
• Calibration of all existing flow research flow meters
during summer 1992
• Recalibration of RH transducers
• Calibration of new flow meters for new installations
SITES COMPLETED SINCE MAY 1992
POST RETROFIT ADDITIONS
SITES UNDER CONSTRUCTION
NEW SITES THAT MAY SOON
START CONSTRUCTION
MANY EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS
HAVE BEEN RESOLVED
TYPICAL METERING PROBLEMS
Phone lines down during bad weather
Gas company meters non-functional (poor response time
for repairs - up to 3 months)
Retrofit contractors damage or disable metering equipment
Electronic metering components fail (data loggers, Btu
meters, communications boards)
Signal wires broken by contractors
Physical failure of equipment
TASK B
CALIBRATION LABORATORY
Dan Turner, P. I.
Dennis O'Neal
Jeff Haberl
Chuck Bohmer
John Bryant
Kelly Milligan
Jay Robinson
CALIBRATION LABORATORY
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
• CALIBRATION OF SENSORS (Temperature and Relative
Humidity) FOR WEATHER STATIONS IN TEMP-
HUMIDITY CHAMBER
• CALIBRATION OF SOLAR RADIATION SENSOR FOR
WEATHER STATIONS
• TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY OF
NEW C180-E LOGGER VS. C180-A1 LOGGER
• SENT EPPLEY PSP's AND PYRHELIOMETER TO
EPPLEY FOR RECALIBRATION
• PURCHASED PORTABLE CALIBRATION
INSTRUMENTATION FOR FIELD CHECKS AND USE
AT LAB
• IN-HOUSE REPAIR OF DK BTU METERS AND
SYNERGISTICS DAS MOTHER BOARDS
• PROVIDED VALUABLE FIELD STAFF SUPPORT TO
TASK A
Constant Temp Bath
RTD Calibration
Test RH Sensor for TSTC
Candidate vs Solar Standard
Accuracy of MagnaLab CTs tested with
Ohio Semitronics Precision Watt Xducer
1993 MARC MEETING UPDATE
ON THE FLOW LOOP
• The orifice plates were tested and performed to
within
±2% of the Load Cells. This gave confirmation to
the previous tests and gave an adequate secondary
standard.
Flow Research and Data Industrial meters were
tested in the 10" test section.
- The DI was accurate to +3%.
- The FR was 7% low.
- FR tests run with a corrected pulse per
gallon (PPG) factor were within ±3%.
- The EMCO (axial turbine) meter was
accurate to +3% of the flow rate.
LoanSTAR Calibration Laboratory
Orifice Plate Test Results
LoanSTAR Calibration Laboratory
Results of 10" Test
. The 4" test section was constructed:
- The Flow Research was tested at two
different insertion depths 0.5" and 1.5"
- At 0.5" DD, the meters recorded 28% low
- At 1.5" ID the meters recorded ±4%
- The DI recorded ±3% of the flow rate
Beginning at the end of last Summer and
carrying into the Fall, meters were pulled from
the field and "post-calibrated"
- Results showed little degradation in meter
performance due to field use.
- It was determined that tests run in 4" pipe
would translate to larger pipe sizes. This
speeds up the testing process.
LoanSTAR Calibration Laboratory
4" Test Results
Comparison of Dirty and Clean Meters
That Showed No Improvement
Results of Multi-Pipe Test
Meter A
Conclusions
1. After two years of use, the meters
perform nearly as well as a new meter.
2. Testing and Re-calibration can be
performed in 4" pipe and the results
extended to larger pipe sizes.
3. Buildup of scale does not dramatically
affect meter performance.
The load cells were re-calibrated by the
Department of Agriculture.
- On average, the load cells were off by less
than 0.5% of a given reading.
- The actual error was a maximum of 15
pounds per 4000 pound increment or
0.375%.
Final Corrections were made to the existing data
based on flow calibration results from the lab.
Sample curves are included which show the
results of the corrections applied.
Operation Change
Re-Calibration of
Controls
JAN92
8" Pipe Diameter
10" Pipe Diameter
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PROGRAM
TASKC
DATA HANDLING AND RETRIEVAL
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Jeff S. Haberl, P.I.
Robert Sparks
Dean Willis
Ron Chambers
June 1993
TASK C - RESPONSIBILITIES
MAINTAIN AND EXPAND THE
STATEWIDE NETWORK AND
COMPUTER DATA BASE.
RETRIEVE AND HANDLE OVER 3.0
MBYTES OF DATA PER WEEK AND
INTERFACE BETWEEN DIFFERENT
LOGGERS, AND COMPUTER
SYSTEMS.
STORE VERIFY AND EVALUATE
DATA COLLECTED.
TAMU Logical Ethernet Backbone
Energy Systems Lab Computers
Servers:
UNIX Server
Data General Aviion AV-4020 RISC Multiprocessor
64 MB RAM
3.5 GB Disk
NetWare Server
ALR Business VEIS A 386-33
16 MB RAM
1.5 GB Disk
EISA Bus-Master SCSI I/O controller
Floating License Server
Generic 80386SX-20
4MBRAM
40 MB Disk
TASK C - ACCOMPLISHMENTS
RETRIEVE AND ANALYZE OVER
3.0 MBYTES OF DATA PER WEEK.
Develop and use public domain POLLC180 software for
polling Synergistics loggers.
Collect and process 15-minute data from Synergistics
loggers at GISD thermal storage sites.
Enhance polling routines with additional Q.C. routines
(power outage, check logger clock, analog calib
check).
Develop automated daylight savings reset and time shift
routines.
Expand EMCS feasibility study to include the Teletrol
system at the State Capitol. Final report updated 3/93.
Power factor software developed for calculating PF
from KVA-KWH Synergistics data.
TASK C - ACCOMPLISHMENTS
CURRENT Q.C. PROCEDURES:
. Date, site and time stamp for each record retrieved.
. Analog calibration check and power outages checked
using POLLC180.
. High/low limits checked using ARCHIVE.
. Missing data inserted with MISSING.
• Hardcopy IPNs reviewed by LoanSTAR staff.
• Weather channels cross checked with nearby N.W.S.
Aviation Weather Observations.
• Database indices developed for checking long-term
trends.
. Advanced data displays prototyped for improving Q.C.
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IMPROVED ENERGY AUDIT PROCESS
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
JeffS. Haberl, P.I.
John Houcek
Mingsheng Liu
June 1993
TASK 6 - RESPONSIBILITIES
INVESTIGATE THE USE OF "DIPSTICK" AUDITS
(DOE/BATTELLE).
INCORPORATE DEMAND DATA AND OTHER
SHORT TERM MONITORING INTO AUDITOR'S
WORK.
INVESTIGATE THE USE OF PRESCREENING
INDICES INTO AUDIT.
USE RESULTS FROM MEASURED SAVINGS TO
IMPROVE THE AUDIT PROCESS.
DEVELOP A WORKSHOP/WORKBOOK TO TRAIN
OTHERS TO USE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS
AND LOANSTAR SOFTWARE.
TASK 6 - ACCOMPLISHMENTS
. LoanSTAR Monitoring Workshop
developed and delivered.
> Austin, TX, August 26, 1992.
. LoanSTAR Monitoring Seminar
presented at Region VII ASHRAE CRC
meeting.
> San Antonio, TX, April 24, 1993.
. LoanSTAR Monitoring Workshop
presented (USDOE Co-sponsor).
> Minneapolis, Minn., May 5, 1993
. Graphical indices developed from
LoanSTAR database.
. Initiated fieldwork for determining O&M
prescreening indices.
You are invited to attend a building energy
monitoring workshop that has been developed to
familiarize building professionals with techniques
that are used to gather and process hourly
building energy and environmental data. This
workshop will be presented by Texas A&M
University using the procedures and software that
have been developed for the Texas LoanSTAR
program.
The workshop will emphasize a hands-on
approach that covers the basics of measuring
energy use and environmental conditions,
including:
• connecting sensors to a logger,
• programming a logger,
• polling a logger, and
• preparing 2-D and 3-D graphs.
The workshop will also include a tour of a
LoanSTAR site at the University of Texas at
Austin.
Each workshop attendee will receive a 130+ page
workbook that contains instructions and details
about connecting a logger to a building,
programming the logger, and quickly processing
the data into useful plots on a PC with
inexpensive graphics and spreadsheet programs.
A diskette is included in each workbook that
contains public domain data processing routines
and examples to guide the user in setting-up their
first site and producing the plots.
WORKBOOK CONTENTS (W/SOFTWARE):
INTRODUCTION
Designing an experiment.
Types of programs.
Identifying experimental parameters.
Extent of monitoring.
Basic monitoring in the program.
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
• Basics of electricity monitoring.
• Measuring temperature.
• Measuring humidity.
• Measuring flow, Btus, etc.
• Installing and calibrating sensors.
• Analyzing errors.
USING A DATA LOGGER
• Connecting the sensors to the logger.
• Survival commands.
• Setting-up and polling a logger.
WHAT TO DO WITH THE DATA
• Processing and plotting raw data.
• Creating summary pages from raw data.
• Creating 3-D graphics with a spreadsheet.
There is no charge for the workshop. For more information call:
Dr. Jeff Haberl at Texas A&M University, College Station, TX, (409)845-6065.
3.2 SURVIVAL COMMANDS FOR PROGRAMMING
THE LOGGER (cont.)
FIGURE 3-13:
DIAGRAM OF AN EXAMPLE LOGGER SET-UP.
LoanSTAR Workshop p.ll l
LoanSTAR Monitoring Workbook, 8/92, p. 43
FIGURE 2-7 Functional Block Diagram for a Watt/Watt-hour Transducer (Reproduced with
permission: Edison Electric Insitute's Handbook for Electricity Metering 1981).
FIGURE 2-8 Electronic Multiplier Waveforms for a Watt/Watt-hour Transducer
(Reproduced with permission: Edison Electric Insitute's Handbook for Electricity Metering
1981).
ELECTRONIC MULTIPLIER WAVEFORMS
UNITY POWER FACTOR
Governor'! Energy Office
Texai LoanSTAR Monitoring Program
(C) Energy System* Laboratory
Texas A&M University
4.2 CREATION OF SUMMARY PAGES RAW DATA
AND AREA WEATHER DATA (CONT).
FIGURE 4.6: FLOW CHART FOR SUMMARY PAGE
UTSUMM.BAT.
/ THIS WEEK'S
' .GRF FILES
LouSTAR Worbhop p.154
LoanSTAR Monitoring Workbook, 8/92, p. 119
FIGURE 4.5 Example summary plot for site 101.
Governor'i Energy Office
Texai LoanSTAR Monitoring Program
(C) Energy Syttem* Laboratory
Texas A&M Univenity
LoanSTAR Monitoring Workbook, 8/92, p. I l l
TABLE 4-12 Files included with the distribution diskette.
Governor's Energy Office
Texas LoanSTAR Monitoring Program
(Q Energy Systems Laboratory
Texas A&M University
PEOPLE WHO HAVE ATTENDED LoanSTAR MONITORING WORKSHOPS
Austin, TX August 26,1992
San Antonio, TX April 24,1993
Minneapolis, MN May 5,1993
Steve Winkelman
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TASK D
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
David E. Claridge, P.I.
JeffS. Haberl, P.I.
June 1993
TASK D - RESPONSIBILITIES
. VERIFY 3.0 MBYTES PER WEEK OF
INCOMING INFORMATION
. DEVELOP PROCEDURES/ANALYZE
COLLECTED ENERGY DATA.
. MECR, AECR, AND DSN
PRODUCTION SOFTWARE.
. DESIGN AND DEVELOP SOFTWARE
FOR HANDLING LOANSTAR DATA.
TASK D ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ANALYSIS & SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT PRESENTATIONS:
Database Summary Notebook & Advanced
Visualization - Jeff Haberl
Software Development - Robert Sparks
Analysis Development - David Claridge
Savings Measurement - David Claridge
& Kelly Kissock
TEXAS LOANSTAR
MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
PROGRAM
TASK D
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
DATABASE SUMMARY NOTEBOOK
JeffS. Haberl, P.I.
Ron Chambers, Database Administrator
June 1993
LoanSTAR Monitoring and Analysis Program
Database Summary Notebook
1989 through 1992
Submitted to the
Texas Governor's Energy Office
by the
Monitoring and Analysis Task
David E. Claridge, Principal Investigator
ENERGY SYSTEMS
LABORATORY
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Texas Engineering Experiment Station
Texas A&M University System
Education Building (EDB)
Education Building (EDB)

TEducation Building
Education B±cLg(EDB)
liaucacion Biag(EDB)
Education Bldg(EDB)
Education Bldg(EDB)
Education Bldg(EDB)
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MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
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TASKD
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Robert Sparks, Programming Manager
Ron Chambers, Database Administrator
JeffS. Haberl, P.I.
June 1993
Past
Present
LoanSTAR Database Structure and Status
• 1020 channels of information ( over 12 million individual readings to date)
• Growth rate greater than 162000 records per week ( 2.5 Mb / week)
• < 2% data marked bad
• ~ 6% data requiring correction after collection
MECR Production
Original Production Methods
3 production machines (2 PCs, 1 UNIX)
Local databases on production machines requiring
distribution time and painstaking propagation of
changes
Each section produced independently requiring
frequent operator interaction
Multiple graphing tools used making maintenance
(particularly adding new sites) difficult
Current Production Methods
All work done on one machine (UNIX)
AH data accessed directly from relational
database
Entire report for a site initiated with a single
command. No further operator attention
required.
All graphics produced in a similar fashion
using a single graphing tool (SAS).
Graph/Table Production Times
iComment
Centralized Commenting and Logging
TEXAS LOANSTAR
MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
PROGRAM
TASKD
ANALYSIS OF DATA AND SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT
ADVANCED DATA VISUALIZATION
JeffS. Haberl, P.I.
Robert Sparks, Programming Manager
June 1993
ADVANCED DATA VISUALIZATION
HOW CAN IT HELP LOANSTAR?
. Need to quickly identify problematic
sensors and report to field crew.
. Difficult to detect bad data from normal
data across 70 sites.
. Typical graphical problems:
> severe data overlap,
> detection,
> distance judgments,
> limited to weekly plots.
. Consulted the literature on exploratory
data analysis (Tukey, Tufte, Cleveland).
ADVANCED DATA VISUALIZATION:
HOW TO PROCEED?
EFFECTIVENESS OF ELEMENTARY
GRAPHICAL TASKS
(l.MOST > 7. LEAST EFFECTIVE)
1. Position along a common scale.
2. Position along an identical non-aligned
scale.
3. Length.
4. Angle and slope.
5. Area.
6. Volume.
7. Color hue, color saturation, density.

•
 W h
° ' e ASCII file -
09/08/89 0100
D e c l m o l T t m o ( d a y s s i n c e 1 / 1 / 8 0 )
A m b l e n t T G m p © r o t u r © ( F )

Dec ima l Time ( doys s i n c e 1 / 1 / 8 0 )
A m b i e n t Temper© tu r e ( F)

Animate
Animate
ENERGY SYSTEMS LABORATORY PUBLICATIONS & SOFTWARE CATALOG 5/28/93
ENERGY SYSTEMS LABORATORY
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering/Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843-3123
AVAILABLE SOFTWARE
These packages are available for distribution now. Others will be added as they are ready.
Send inquiries to the attention of Mr. Robert Sparks, ph. 409-847-8779.
TEXAS LoanSTAR
MONITORING & ANALYSIS PROGRAM
TASKD
ANALYSIS & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT:
ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
David E. Claridge, Ph.D., P.E.
Jeff S. Haberl, Ph.D., P.E.
T. Agami Reddy, Ph.D.
Srinivas Katipamula, Ph.D.
Kelly Kissock
Presentation to the MARC Meeting
by
David E. Claridge
June 3,1993
LOANSTAR ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
SAVINGS MEASUREMENT
For the case with adequate pre-retrofit data
savings are measured as the difference between a
pre-retrofit baseline and measured post-retrofit
consumption as illustrated.
Typical Pre and Post-Retrofit Air Handler Electricity Use
Typical Pre and Post-Retrofit Chilled Water Energy Use
INVESTIGATION OF
THE ANNUAL PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF MODELS
FROM SHORT PRE-RETROFIT PERIODS
Motivation
• The majority of our pre-retrofit data sets are less than a
year long.
• Models from these "short" data sets may not accurately
predict annual energy use.
• This may influence our determination of energy savings.
Objectives of Study
• Determine if and by how much models from short data
periods mispredict annual energy use.
• Determine the characteristics of short data periods which
influence their annual predictive ability.
• Outline methods to adjust models from short data periods
to more accurately predict annual energy use.
Methodology
• Limit study to simple linear regression models.
• Divide 5 year-long data sets into groups of short data sets
that range from one to five minutes in length.
• Compare the annual predictive ability of models from the
short data sets to the actual annual energy use using:
Normalized Annual Energy Use = ^shoTt/EmnuSil
Average Annual Prediction Error of Models Based on
One, Three and Five Month Sliding Windows
CONCLUSIONS
Models based on short data periods may seriously
misrepresent annual energy use.
Models from longer data periods are more accurate than
models from shorter data periods.
The best predictors of both cooling and heating annual
energy use are models from data-sets with mean
temperatures close to the annual mean temperature.
Cooling models from warm months tend to over-predict
annual energy use and models from cool months tend to
under-predict annual energy use.
Heating models from warm months tend to under-predict
annual energy use and models from cool months tend to
over-predict annual energy use.
Estimating Uncertainty in Measured Retrofit Savings
Statistical models are not "perfect". Energy use models
have strong residual patterns which invalidate use of
standard equations for estimating uncertainty.
"Hybrid" model approach has been developed which is
akin to Ordinary Least Squares in terms of model
prediction but which is far more realistic in terms of
estimating uncertainty bounds.
Currently in the process of coding the equations for
uncertainty in the LoanSTAR retrofit savings routines.
Comparison of Uncertainty Bounds
Retrofit Savings In Buildings With "Mixed" Data
"Mixed" data - Pre-retrofit utility bills
Post-retrofit monitored data
Unnormalized utility bill comparison.
• Calibrated method - monitored data used to develop a
statistical model which is calibrated to pre-retrofit utility
bills.
Electricity savings summary
08/91-07/92
Regression Model Based on Engineering Principles
Change in CV With Addition of Independent Variables to VAV Models
Energy Efficiency Index due to Mixing (EEM)
• Simultaneous Heating and Cooling of Air Streams
due to Multiple Zones in Building
• ^ w Single - Zone Building Load |C W - H WEEM = - = J
Actual Heating and Cooling Energy CW + HW
where CW: whole-building cooling energy use
HW: whole-building heating energy use
• EEMideal (1-zone) = 1
• EEMideal (2-zone) < 1
• Index can be used to rate HVAC performance on
ABSOLUTE basis (similar to Carnot Efficiency
for heat engines)
Building A
Pre-Retrofit Post-Retrofit
Building B
Post Retrofit
Additional Analysis Development Initiated
Fourier Series Modeling of Hourly Data
Artificial Neural Net Modeling
Demand Modeling of Chillers
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SAVINGS OVERVIEW
Savings determined at 24 sites representing 38
buildings
Types of Savings
. Cooling (18 sites)
. Heating or Gas (20 sites)
. Air Handler Electricity (20 sites)
. Lighting Electricity (4 sites)
. Electrical Demand (3 sites)
Savings Measurement Methodologies
. Regression models of daily energy use (18 sites)
. Regression models of hourly energy use (2 sites)
. Utility billing data and hourly energy use (2 sites)
. Calibrated simplified systems models (2 sites)
One, Two and Four Parameter Baseline Models for Savings Measurement
SAVINGS CALCULATION METHODOLOGIES
TYPES OF SAVINGS
EModel
Description
. EModel is a new tool for the analysis of building energy use
data.
. EModel integrates the previously laborious tasks of data
processing, graphing and modeling in a user-friendly, M.S.
Windows environment.
• EModel's built-in features allow for quick determination of
baseline energy use for calculation of retrofit savings and
identification of operational and maintenance problems.
Data Processing Capabilities
• Sub-set selection
• Weekday/weekend, calendar or user-defined grouping
• Automatic deletion of missing data
• Automatic calculation of model residuals
• Day of week calculation
• Modification of variables
• Creation of new variables
Graphical Displays
• Time series graphs
• Relational (XY) graphs
. Animated relational graphs
. Histograms
Modeling Capabilities
. Total
• Mean models
• Two, three and four parameter regression models
• Multiple regression models
• Bin-fit models
file Edit Bate graphics Help
file £dlt JQata graphics Help
OBJECTIVES
Task E: Reporting and Technology Transfer
Disseminate LoanSTAR Results
- Produce Monthly Energy Consumption Reports
- Produce Annual Energy Consumption Reports
- End-Use Database Development
Increase the Renown & Effectiveness of
LoanSTAR
- Identify & Assist in Implementation of O&M
Measures
- Publish/Present/Distribute LoanSTAR Results
LOANSTAR MONITORING & ANALYSIS
PROGRAM
TASK E PRESENTATIONS
O&M Identification & Implementation David E.
Claridge
Reporting the Results David E. Claridge
Technology Transfer W. Dan Turner
TASKE
O&M IDENTIFICATION &
IMPLEMENTATION
David E. Claridge, Ph.D.,
Jeff S. Haberl, Ph.D.,
John K. Houcek
Mingsheng Liu, Ph.D.,
Aamer Athar
Presentation to MARC Meeting
David E. Claridge
June 2,1993
O&M RESPONSIBILITIES
Develop Efficient Methodology & Procedures
• Review All Site Data for O&Ms
Follow Up on O&M Opportunities Identified
Continue Timely Feedback
O&M IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE
O&M FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURE
AFTER PROBLEM IS IDENTIFIED
• Research Site from IPN, MECR, AECR, Site
Notebook and Audit Report
• Telephone Site Contact and Advise of O&M
Potential
• Mail or Fax Supporting Data
• Schedule Site Visit
• Site Visit
• Interview Operator
• Conduct Daytime Walk-through
• Conduct Nighttime Walk-through
• Perform Short Term Test
• Analyze Data
• Write Report
• Present Report
• Follow Up Report
CURRENT SITES FOR O&M FOLLOW-UP
Capitol Complex - From MECR Analysis and Agency
Request
Fort Worth ISD - From AECR Analysis
U. T. Austin - From IPN and Agency Request
U. T. Arlington - From MECR Analysis and Agency
Request
Comparison of Audit and Measured Savings in a
Typical School Day
SITE VISIT
Data Logger Confirmation-»Good data quality
Method: check CT connection during daytime walk-through
Retrofit Confirmation—^Installed & Operating
Method: check the status of HVAC systems and lighting fixtures during
daytime walk-through
Operating Pattern Confirmation
Method: interview school teacher and building operator during daytime walk-
through and inspect site during nighttime walk-through.
Improved Operating Pattern Confirmation
Method: perform short term test at night
Other O&M Opportunities
Measured Other-than-lighting Electricity Consumption
during Short-term Test
(8 March, 1993)
Summary of Annual Consumption and Annual Savings
at Dunbar Middle School
Measured O&M Savings at Dunbar Middle School
O&M MEASURES SUMMARY
CATEGORY 1
O&M Identified, Implemented and
Savings Measured
Total Area Screened Under Category 1:
1 Million sq. ft
CATEGORY 2
O&M Identified & Savings Calculated
Not Yet Implemented
Total Area Screened Under Category 2:
2.7 Million sq. ft
CATEGORY 3
O&M Potential Identified from Data
Total Area Under Investigation:
7.6 Million sq. ft
• UT Austin 13 Buildings
FWISD 43 Schools
• UT Arlington 3 Buildings
Victoria ISD 2 Schools
• UTHSC Houston 2 buildings
• State Capitol 2 Buildings
O&M Summary
O&M SUMMARY
$705,057/yr. Identified and Implemented or in
Process
Over 90% of LoanSTAR Buildings Benefit from
O&M Follow-up
Appears Probable that O&M Follow-up will
ultimately increase LoanSTAR Savings by 40%
or More
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REPORTING OUTLINE
Reporting Summary
Air Handler Savings
End-Use Data
1992 Annual Energy Consumption Report
REPORTING SUMMARY
Monthly Energy Consumption Reports to 51 Sites
at 20 Locations
Annual Energy Consumption Report to 50 sites at
19 locations
Voyager Software at 7 locations for 15 sites
Inspection Plots Distributed on a Request Basis
Monthly Follow-up with Agencies
Total Measured Reduction in Electricity Demand (2 MW)
Electricity Energy Savings From HVAC Retrofits
WHOLE BUILDING ELECTRIC
AIR HANDLER UNITS ELECTRIC
TOT-AHU.XLC 4/20/93
CHILLIED WATER ENERGY
TOT-CWE.XLC 4/20/93
LoanSTAR Monitoring and Analysis Program
Annual Energy
©
Consumption Report
1992
Submitted to the
Texas Governor's Energy Office
by the
Monitoring Analysis Task
David E. Claridge, Principal Investigator
Changes In Cumulative Chilled Water
Savings Due to Flow Adjustment
(Start of Data - December, 1992)
Changes In Cumulative Chilled Water
Savings Due to Flow Adjustment
(Start of Data - December, 1992)
Measured End-Use Savings As Percent of Pre-Retrofit Use
End-Use Savings As Percent of Total Savings
Cumulative Total Savings (Millions of Dollars) Cumulative Total Savings (Millions of Dollars)
Texas LoanSTAR Monitoring and Analysis Program
Annual Energy Consumption Report
1992 Summary of Measured Energy Consumption and Savings
Comments
The cumulative pre- and post-retrofit energy costs by end-use (electricity, chilled water and hot wa-
ter/steam) and the cumulative total energy costs for the twenty-four sites where retrofits are complete are
shown in the table above. The pre-retrofit energy costs reflect the costs had the individual retrofits not been
installed in the twenty-four sites. They are the sum of the energy costs represented by the dashed lines on
page 2 of the individual site reports. In some sites the retrofit was completed in the middle of the year,
in such cases it would be the sum of the dashed line in the post-retrofit period and the solid line in the
pre-retrofit period.
The post-retrofit energy costs are the measured data from each site. They are the sum of the energy
costs represented by the solid lines on page 2 of the individual site reports. The third row in the table
above shows the cumulative savings by end-use and the cumulative total savings for the twenty-four sites.
The fourth row shows the end-use savings as a percent of the total savings. The last row shows the savings
estimated by the audit firms for the twenty-four sites. The graph shows the cumulative total savings in
millions of dollars for all twenty-four sites.
Summary
Texas Govenoi's Energy Office
LoaiSTAR. Mosiioriag k Aaaljrsis Piogiam
1992 Annual Energy Consumption Report Eaeigy Systems Lab
Texas A&M Uiiveisity
Texas LoanSTAR Monitoring and Analysis Program
Energy Consumption Report
October 1990 - March. 1993 Summary of Measured Energy Consumption and Savings
Comments
The cumulative pre- and post-retrofit energy costs by end-use (electricity, chilled water and hot wa-
ter/steam) and the cumulative total energy costs for the twenty-four sites where retrofits are complete are
shown in the table above. The pre-retrofit energy costs reflect the costs had the individual retrofits not been
installed in the twenty-four sites. They are the sum of the energy costs represented by the dashed lines on
page 2 of the individual site reports. In some sites the retrofit was completed in the middle of the year,
in such cases it would be the sum of the dashed line in the post-retrofit period and the solid line in the
pre-retrofit period.
The post-retrofit energy costs are the measured data from each site. They are the sum of the energy
costs represented by the solid lines on page 2 of the individual site reports. The third row in the table
above shows the cumulative savings by end-use and the cumulative total savings for the twenty-four sites.
The fourth row shows the end-use savings as a percent of the total savings. The last row shows the savings
estimated by the audit firms for the twenty-four sites. The graph shows the cumulative total savings in
millions of dollars for all twenty-four sites.
Summary
Texu Governoi's Energy Office
LomSTAR. Mottiionug & A&LJysis PxogE&m
1 Quarter 1993 Energy Consumption Report Eneigy Systems Lib
Texu A&M Uiivemiy
Cumulative Savings From LoanSTAR Retrofits: March 1993
Table 1
Types of LoanSTAR Information Disseminated
Table 2
Organizations Receiving LoanSTAR Information
FUTURE DIRECTION
TASK1
Continue reviews, guideline/format revision, and
training as required by the Energy Office
In the past, Task 1 has been involved in
• Eliminating independent ECRM calculations
• Eliminating M&O calculations
• Introducing Category I (limited calculation)
ECRMs
FUTURE DIRECTION
TASK1
Short payback
items -
installation
decisions clearly
based on
"professional
judgment"
Supported by
limited
calculations
Paybacks near
limit»gray are
• Supporting
calculations
required
Long payback
items -
installation
decisions clearly
based on
"professional
judgment"
Usually no
calculations
supplied
TASK A
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
NCAT will close Texas office July 15
Focus for next 3 to 6 months will be
Maintenance
Recalibration
Documentation
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
TASKB
The project for the summer is the testing of meters
in "field type" locations.
- A 4" elbow section has been constructed and
meters will be tested at various locations
downstream of the elbow.
- Meters will be tested immediately following
other obstructions such as temperature
sensors and orifice plates.
- Depending on 4" results, tests may be
conducted in large pipe sizes.
We are still having some flow irregularities at
higher velocities (75 fps) in the 8" and 10" pipes
due to the configuration of the test sections.
- May require modification of test loop.
Complete Temperature-Humidity Mapping Tests
Pyranometer with shadow band to
eliminate beam radiation
(source: Eppley Laboratories)
LI-COR LI-200SA Pyronameter Sensor
(source: LI-COR)
Epply Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer Multi Pyranometer Array Configuration
mounted on an altazimuth tracking (source: Curtiss, 1992)
mount, (source: Epply Laboratories)
TASK C & D - FUTURE DIRECTION
Continue to explore advanced data displays for data
browsing and diagnostics, and develop remote
browsing capabilities for the LoanSTAR database using
the internet and dial-up facilities.
Develop and test LoanSTAR routines for polling and
archiving data from stand-alone, portable battery
powered loggers (Campbell, Synergistics).
Develop and implement Informix/SAS IPN, implement
iComment and continue development of the Basic On-
line Inspection NotebooK (BOINK).
Develop dynamic range checking for incoming data,
machine learning and neural network capabilities for
checking incoming data.
TASK C & D - FUTURE DIRECTION
(CONT.)
Modify and implement POLLC180 for use within 15-
minute data.
Expand LoanSTAR monitoring/analysis capabilities to
the whole-campus level.
Develop and prototype the LoanSTAR Monitor to
facilitate real time operator feedback.
Automate savings Calculations
Investigate polling directly with the Unix server.
Develop and implement Level-0 database and reporting.
WATER
ENERGY SYSTEMS LABORATORY
RS232 Switch
TASK 6 - FUTURE DIRECTION
Continue with the LoanSTAR Monitoring
Workshop (Co-sponsored by USDOE).
> Dallas, TX, Fall 1993.
Continuation of the development and
testing of prescreening indices (Co-
sponsored by USDOE, and USEPA).
Develop improved audits using advanced
indices (Co-sponsored by USDOE and
USEPA).
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Task D - Analysis
EModel - Refine and fully implement use of EModel
- Add capability to EModel for calibrated post retrofit-
to-monthly pre retrofit models
Neural net models - further evaluate capability
Fourier series models - Develop diagnostic capability with
Fourier series models for O&M identification
VAV Retrofit Behavior - Analyze behavior of VAV
retrofits and develop diagnostics for improved audits
(EPA cofunding)
Energy Efficiency index for Mixing (EEM) - Refine
EEM and develop its application for O&M diagnostics
and audit diagnostics (DOE cofunding being sought)
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Task E - Reporting
MECR - Continue to publish and distribute MECR and
add sites as needed
AECR - Publish and distribute 1993 AECR with sites
added as needed
Task E - O&M Identification and
Implementation
O&M Implementation
• Implement O&M Measures Identified at Capitol
Complex
• Implement O&M Measures Identified at ZEC and
TU sites
O&M Identification
• Complete Identification and Seek Implementation of
O&M Measures at 43 additional Fort Worth ISD
Schools
• Identify O&M Measures at UT Arlington
• Investigate O&M Measures at UT Austin
• Check Remaining sites where Retrofits in Place for
O&Ms
O&M Methodology
• Refine and Systematize Methodology for Identifying
and Implementing O&M Measures
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